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European Minimalistic Kitchen 

The design of this kitchen has a modern contemporary European aura, with its crisp, clean lines 

and attention-grabbing color. The designer pulled inspiration from the European way of life; 

aesthetics, efficiency, and functionality. European styling doesn’t worry about a characterless 

kitchen design, though – they have a habit of turning rooms into showcases. Common amongst 

European styling is a clutter-free space, and in doing so, everything is hidden behind the cabinet 

doors. Being able to conceal everyday kitchen essentials allows for the kitchen to become another 

room for entertaining. In contemporary styling, open space is often just as valuable as the pieces 

you put in the space.  

SPACE #2 
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About the Design 

This European inspired kitchen ditches cabinet hardware for a flush design lending a clean-cut 

finish to the space. When it comes to looks, sometimes less is better. The range hood featured 

here isn’t just another air filter, it’s a fashion statement from Vent-A-Hood. The clean lines and 

crisp edges are what define this kitchen. Wellborn Cabinet’s Aspire full access frameless line of 

cabinetry makes the sleek design come to life. The door style throughout the kitchen is the 

Midtown door. The island and refrigerator-pantry combination are dressed in High Gloss Poppy 

Red. The upper cabinetry is dressed in High Gloss Super White, and the lower cabinetry is 

dressed in High Gloss Moonlight. Throughout this frameless kitchen, the drawers are superior 

metal drawers which are the highest quality drawers in the frameless line of cabinetry.  

The colors in this kitchen complement one another but also bait the attention of the guests. 

Another unique feature is the complimenting interior cabinet colors; all of the cabinetry has the 

white interior cabinet color. Beautiful matching cabinetry interiors further accentuate the modern 

look that makes Aspire cabinetry so desirable. The High Gloss Super White and High Gloss 

Moonlight cabinetry have matching edge banding which continues the color of the cabinet into the 

sides of the door front. The High Gloss Poppy Red cabinets have accent edge banding which also 

extends the colors onto the sides and then is met with a shiny faux aluminum band. 

Doors have Matching Edge  
Accent Edge on Doors 

High Gloss Poppy Red 

Drawer with White Interior 

High Gloss Super 

White Cabinet with 

White Interior  

Vent-A-Hood Range Hood 
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For a sleek modern look, integrated into the cabinet drawer fronts is the new GOLA hardware 

which eliminate the need for hardware. Strips of LED lighting are installed into the recessed 

profiles to emphasize the linear, minimalist effect. Adding to the minimalist design style, the High 

Gloss Super White cabinets have Push to Open mechanisms, abandoning the need for hardware 

on the exterior of the cabinetry. The High Gloss Poppy Red cabinets underneath the sink and 

below the oven also have Push to Open mechanisms. When your hands are full, the Push to Open 

mechanism provides hands-free access.  

GOLA Hardware with LED 

Lighting 

Everything Needs a Place and a Reason 

This island is packed with special features. Installed to the left of the sink is a Ninka Qanto lift for 

hiding appliances when they aren’t in use, lifting them when it is their turn to perform, and ideal 

for clearing the kitchen when it’s time to entertain guests. The Ninka Qanto solves the inaccessible 

space in the corners of kitchens by providing a vertically rising tray for maximum space usage. 

This innovative solution optimizes the use of the storage space in every kitchen corner, and the 

harmonic design is flawless for modern living environments. The tray moves up and down at the 

push of a button providing easy, ergonomic access to the stored items on the level of the 

countertop. To the right of the sink is a motion activated mechanism that opens and closes the 

wastebasket pullout simply with the movement of your foot. On the opposite side of the island are 

bypass sliding doors which eliminates swinging doors. Sliding doors operate without a hinge – they 

quietly glide along a track instead of swinging open therefore no wasted space. Below the sink is U-

Shaped drawers which eliminate issues with storage, and they are designed to overcome the 

problems with the plumbing. To the left of the sink is a custom appliance panel concealing the 

dishwasher to make it flow into the rest of the kitchen.   
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Open Ninka Qanto 

Lift—YouDrawIt 
Motion-Activated Wastebasket 

Pullout—YouDrawIt 

Motion-Activated Wastebasket Pullout—

YouDrawIt 
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Bypass Doors—

YouDrawIt 

Metal U-Shaped Drawer—

YouDrawIt 

Dishwasher Appliance Panel 
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Concealed and Disguised Lighting 

Layers of lighting are critical to any suitable design which adds some contrast to the space. In each 

drawer and cabinet, there is lighting installed to make cooking easier and add visual interest. The 

way the kitchen is lit can have a dramatic impact on its beauty and functionality, Hafele’s Loox 

lighting program is used throughout this kitchen.  

Appliance Hide-and-Seek 

A de-cluttered kitchen is a functional kitchen. In the pantry look-alike to the right of the stove, the 

oven and microwave are tucked away by Element’s Fresno metal pocket doors with low iron satin 

glass. The full height pantry is not only storing the appliances but is also packed with storage 

options for the cookware and food. Above the microwave is a newly designed chrome U-Shaped 

tray divider which stores all types of cooking pans. On the other side of the kitchen are a 

concealed refrigerator and more hidden pantry space. Both pantries display chrome pantry 

pullouts.  

Chrome U-Shaped Tray 

Divider with Puck Lighting 

Hafele Chrome Dispensa Pantry Pullout —YouDrawIt 

Fresno metal doors with Low Iron Satin 
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Details Add Function 

In the upper High Gloss Super White cabinets on both sides of the hood are easy access dynamic 

single shelving which pull down without the need of a stepping stool, making it easier to access 

items in the cabinets.  

The High Gloss Poppy Red drawer underneath the oven has a stunning organization solution; the 

top drawer has a superior narrow utensil holder. This organizational holder keeps the kitchen 

efficient. The kitchen is completed with extended matching end panels applied to the sides of the 

cabinetry for a more seamless look.  

Superior Narrow 

Utensil Holder 

Easy Access Dynamic Single Shelving  

Extended Matching 

End Panel 
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In the lower left High Gloss Moonlight top drawer is a hidden drawer outfitted in a superior 

flatware organizer which is suitable for a variety of kitchen utensils. Below the hidden drawer is a 

superior spice tray for storing spices right next to the cooktop. 

In the lower right High Gloss Moonlight top drawer is a hidden drawer outfitted in a superior wide 

utensil organizer with a superior wide cross divider to create smaller storage areas. The remaining 

space of the top drawer features a superior knife holder, keeping knives safely stored and 

conveniently next to the cooking area. In the bottom drawer is a superior deep drawer organizer 

making it easy to find what you’re looking for without having to dig deep into shelving to find what 

you need.  

In the angled High Gloss Moonlight cabinetry on either side of the cooktop are Hafele’s Youboxx 

base pullouts for storing cooking utensils, knives in the slotted knife block, and other cooking 

essentials.  

Superior Spice Tray 

Hidden Drawer with Superior 

Flatware Organizer and Superior 

Spice Tray 

Hidden Drawer with Superior Flatware 

Organizer 
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Hidden Drawer with Superior Wide Utensil 

Organizer and Superior Knife Holder 

Hafele’s Youboxx Base 

Pullout—YouDrawIt 
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Easy Access Dynamic Single 

Shelving  

YouDrawIt Program 

Wellborn’s YouDrawIt program allows you to personalize or enhance cabinetry design with a 

stunning custom focal point or a custom cabinet designed to meet your needs. The cabinetry on 

the outside of the island is made using the YouDrawIt program due to its bypass sliding doors, 

large width, and partition installed in the interior. The High Gloss Super White paneling 

surrounding the refrigerator-pantry and appliance-pantry are YouDrawIt because the panels are 

full height. The cabinets underneath the sink have metal U-Shaped drawers which are a custom 

feature. The motion-activated wastebasket pullout is also from the YouDrawIt program. The 

chrome Hafele Dispensa pantry pullout is a custom feature, helping to make cooking easier.  

Hafele Chrome Dispensa 

Pantry Pullout—YouDrawIt 

Hafele Loox Lighting Program 


